
 

 

Automatic Die Cutting Machine With Stripping 
MHK-1050CE S9000 

 
COMPANY INTRODUCTION 
Zhejiang Dayuan Machinery Co., Ltd.(Origin Ruian Ruiyang Printing Machinery Co., Ltd. )is headquartered in 
No.105,Haize Road,Binhai New Area, Pingyang county, Wenzhou city, covering an area of over 67900 square 
meters and construction area of over 112000 square meters .. 
Founded in 1999, Dayuan now owns modern production facilities and over 420 employees with annual 
production capacity of 1000 sets. 
At Dayuan, we are proud that every machine has been under manufacturing in strict accordance with ISO9001 
Quality Management System and CE Standards. There are over 3500 machines running in 120 countries, such 
as UK, Spain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Poland, Czech, Russia, South Africa, Brazil, Argentina and ect. 
Our current product range covers: 
 
MHK MODELS(highly efficient) 
1.Automatic die cutting machine with four side stripping MHK-820/820CE/1050/MHK-1050CE 
2.Automatic die cutting & hot stamping machine with four side stripping MHK-820T/1050AT/1050ATC 
3.Automatic lead edge feeding die cutting machine with four side stripping 
MHK-1300FC/1500FC/1650FC/1900FC 
4.Automate-manual die cutting machine with four side stripping (TOP FEEDING) MHK-
1300EC/1500EC/1650EC/1900EC 
 
MHC MODELS(economical,high cost performance) 
1.Automatic die cutting machine with three side stripping MHC-1060/1080 
2.Automatic die cutting&hot stamping machine with three side stripping MHC-1060AT/1080AT 
3.Automatic lead edge feeding die cutting machine with three side stripping 
MHC-1300FC/1500FC/1650FC/1900FC 
4.Automate-manual die cutting machine with three side stripping (TOP FEEDING) 
MHC-1100EC/1300EC/1500EC/1650EC/1900EC 
5.Semiautomatic die cutting machine with feeding table MHC-1100BL/1300BL/1500BL/1650BL/1900BL 
6.Semiautomatic die cutting machine MHC-1100B/1300B/1500B/1650B/1900B 
Since started the partnership with world leading packaging companies of European, Asian,Mideast, North & 
South America companies, Dayuan will continually satisfy our customers by offering high quality machines and 
first-class service. 
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10000㎡ warehouse 



 

 

 
CNC equipment 



 

 

 
ABOUT MHK-1050CE S9000 



 

 

 
Features of MHK-1050CE S9000 : 

ü CE approved 
ü Center line system 
ü Auto Non-stop collecting device 
ü Human machine interface and PLC from SIEMENS 
ü Overload protection torch limit controller 
ü Timing belt driven system 
ü Automatic forced lubrication system 
ü Micro-adjustment of the feeding platform 
ü Four side stripping unit 
ü Wide stock range for corrugated board and card paper 
ü Photoelectric device for safe operation 
ü Automatic oil cooling device 
ü Automatic lubrication device for main driven chains � High speed and precision feeder equipped 
ü ISO9001 and CE approved manufacturing process. 
ü European, Taiwan and Japanese standard spare parts 

Processed Materials 

  Packaging: corrugated boxes 
Suitable For the Following Industries 
Specification MHK-1050CE S9000 
Model MHK-1050CE 



 

 

Max. sheet size 1050×750mm 

Min. sheet size 400×360mm 

Max. die cutting size 1040×720mm 

Min.gripper margin 9-17mm 

Inner chase size 1080mm×745mm 

Stock range 80~2000g/m(cardboard) 
≦4mm(corrugated) 

Die cutting accuracy ≤±0.1mm 

Max. working pressure 300T 

Max. working speed 9000s/h 

Max. paper feeding stacking height 1600mm(including wooden pallet) 

Max. paper collecting stacking height 1400mm(including wooden pallet) 

Main motor power 11kw 

Overal dimension(length: including 
prefeeding track)(width: including the 
pedal) 

7100mm×4260mm×2350mm 

Total weight of machine 17 ton 

Air pump displacement 0.6~0.7Mpa,≥0.37m3/mim 

Full load wattage 16.9kw 



 

 

 



 

 

DIE-CUTTING SECTION 
ü Pressure-containing member adopts high-strength 
nodular cast iron-QT600-7 and special casting process, thus it 
has high strength and never deforms. 
ü The Ni-Cr-Mo metal steel crank shaft Through the special 
craft processing,imported from Germany. 
ü Super wear-resistant worm and gear imported from 
Taiwan 
ü Knife template turnover device that is convenient and 
fast 
ü Strong lubrication system 
ü Imported intermittent box with torque limit & limit 
cutting protector, to ensure the machine is smooth and safe 
operation. 
ü High-precision 240 degree intermittent mechanism 
ü Pneumatic locking device, safe and fast 
ü High-speed rotary joint 
ü Automatically adjust the pressure ,when the maximum 
pressure reached 300t. 
ü Adopt advanced Germany Siemens motor, to increased 
the die cutting speed to 9000 sheets/hour 
ü Die cutting plate frame, adopting central positioning 
system and being equipped with micro-adjustment device 
ü 10.4 inch color screen, displaying the working state of 
machine all the time. 
ü Timing belt imported from Japan guarantees a wide 
range of speed options and huge bearing capacity, no 
maintenance, and long service life. 
ü The intermittent mechanism imported from Taiwan is 
adopted to ensure the accurate action of the machine. The main 
engine has an overload protection device and a torque limiting 
clutch to ensure that the machine will automatically slip astop 

STRIPPING SECTION 
ü Adopt upper and lower dual-frame stripping mechanism 
ü Adopt male/female template to realize various stripping 
ü Adopt central positioning device that matches with the die 

cutting part to reduce plate replacing time 



 

 

immediately when the tooth row is impacted by an external 
force, reducing the damage to the machine body and the 
accuracy of the tooth row and avoiding malfunctions occur. 
ü Taiwan imported automatic pump oil circulating cooling 
device to ensure the lubrication of the main engine for long-
term highspeed operation. 
ü Equipped with oil pressure display and abnormal oil 
pressure alarm device. 



 

 

 

ü After receiving the paper, open the teeth again, scrape off 
the waste paper at the bite, and output it from the side with 
a belt to achieve the purpose of clearing four sides. 

DELIVERY SECTION 
ü Automatic paper aligning device and two blowers for paper 

collection can ensure neat collection of thin and thick papers 
ü Paper collection part with touch screen control,it is convience for 

operation and has data display, and all operations can be 
performed through the touch screen 

ü Paper collection part is equipped with control panel to realize 
more personalized operation 

ü Paper collection photoelectric device, to ensure neat paper 
collection 

ü Automatic lift control system of paper collection platform 
ü Automatic assisted paper collection system 
ü main chain protection device 
ü Prevent the paper returning device 
ü Equipped with non-stop device 
ü The delivery section can control the entire machine through a 

10.4- inch touch screen 

ELECTRICAL CONTROL SECTION 
ü The whole machine adopts Germany Siemens and German y 

M oeller electrical components and Germany Siemens PLC 
control system to ensure stable operation of the machine 



 

 

 
Major Parts 

NO. MAIN PARTS BRAND COUNTRY(REGION) 

1 Main motor SIEMENS Germany 

2 Man-machine interface SIEMENS Germany 
3 Chip SIEMENS Germany 

4 Control center SIEMENS Germany 

5 Program controller SIEMENS Germany 

6 Inverter SIEMENS Germany 

7 Die pressing base plate HIGH ALLOY PLATE Germany 

8 Vacuum pump BECKER Germany 

9 Intermittent 
segmentation 

HANDEX Taiwan 

10 Rotary joint OMPI Italy 
11 Electromagnetic clutch OMPI Italy 

12 Electromagnetic gear 
clutch OMPI Italy 

13 Crankshaft material Ni-Cr-Mo METAL STEEL Germany 

14 Main drive chain IWIS Germany 
15 Secondary chain TYC Taiwan 

16 Grip Bar, Gripper KUI Japan 

17 Indicator light Moeller Germany 
18 Circuit breaker Moeller Germany 

19 Safety relay Moeller Germany 

20 Security module Moeller Germany 
21 Button Moeller Germany 



 

 

22 Motor protector Moeller Germany 



 

 

 
23 Magnetic switch Moeller Germany 

24 AC contactor Moeller Germany 
25 Button Moeller Germany 

26 Relay Moeller Germany 

27 Photoelectric switch OMRON Japan 

28 Relay seat OMRON Japan 
29 Proximity switch OMRON Japan 

30 Encoder OMRON Japan 

31 Sensor OMRON Japan 
32 Synchronous belt GATES America 

33 Cable TKD Germany 

34 Air cylinder AIRTAC Taiwan 
35 Air volume regulator SMC Japan 

36 Main solenoid valve AIRTAC Taiwan 

37 Linear guide HIWIN Taiwan 
38 Worm and gear WANCENG Taiwan 

39 Wallboard and machine 
body structure QT600-7 nodular cast iron China 

40 Feeder YONGCHUAN Taiwan 

41 Main paper feeding 
motor 

CHENGPANG Taiwan 

42 Lift motor of paper 
collecting platform CHENGPANG Taiwan 



 

 

Installation drawing of MHK-1050CE S9000 with stripping: 

 
 


